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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to phocus attention on the role of cephalopd in the CECAF
area (Central-eastern Atlantic). The high economical value of the fisheries based on this
group of mollusc is not new. In the early sixties began the exploitation of the Saharan Bank
by the Spanish an Japanese fleets. Nowadays, this continues by several national tleets,
including same afriCan cOllntries which have now important tleets dedicated to this resource.
Furthemore, the fisheries have extended to the south after finding high concentrations of .
Sepia. The most relevant species are Oc/opus vulgaris, Sepia officinalis, and Loligo vulgaris.
Catches of these three species are around 200 000 mt every year.

Besides the above three species, there are a relatively high number of species which
are fished in less quantities, and there are also ,some species which do not receibe any,
commercial attention. The later ones are' mainly oegopsid squids, which seem to have an
important ecological role. As an example of this; an analysis is presented liere, in which was
attempted to determine the ommastrephid biomass preyed by a large predator, the swordfish
(Xiphias gladius).Thus, the estimation of the ommastrephid biommas consumed by swordfish
was between 87 and 264 mt daily in this area.

FISHERIES AND CEPHALOPODS

In the Central-eastern Atlantic (CECAF· area), the fishery production is very
important. In this area you can find some of the most important fisheries in the world. In
1977 the total capture in the area reached a maximum of 3.8 millions mt, experiencing a
decrease in 1985-86 until the 2.9-3.0 millions mt (FAD, 1991a); although, in 1990 that
maximum increased, being the total capture obtained in the area 4.1 millions mt (FAD,
1994). . .

The most important fisheries, in biomass, correspond to sardines, carangids, tunas,
and cephalopds (FAD, 1994). The exploitation of cephalopods in this area constitutes one of
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the most important fisheries world\\'ide, not only because the biomass obtained, but also
because of their economical vaIlIe. Thereby, during the last 70s, it was the second most
important fishery in the world (Gllerra y P~rez-Gandaras, 1983). Their position in 1988 was
4th (with 164723 mt; FAD, 1991b). This descent in the world\vide scale was aresult ofihe
important inerease of eatehes in the sOllthwestern Atlantic and eastern Pacific in the course
of the eighties. It should be highlighted here that the high increase of the biomass obtained
in the sOllthwestenl Atlantic eorresponded to I/Ie.'( argefll;flus, whieh had been eaptured as
accompanying species in the fishery of the hake (Mer/uccius hubbsi) in qllantities of about
5000 mt until 1977; but from that year on, the eaptures inereased until reaching 200000 mt.
since the demand raised and foreing tleets began to operate (Brunetti, 1990). On the other
hand, in the cephalopod catches fr0111 the eastern· Pacific there are different ommastrephid
speeies: Todaroc/es pac(/icus, SI!lellOI<'lllhis oualaniensis. NOlorodarus s/o(/lli und
OIl/II/{lsrrep!7es harrramii.

In the CECAF area, the most important cephalopod catches are basically obtained in
the northern zone of the area (26 0 N - 21 0 N), in the Saharan Bank (Coast of the Sahara).
The aetivity directed to this resouree has its origin at the beginning of the sixties, when
catches of the target species at that time (red and gray seabreams) underwent a very •
important decrease (Bas er a/. 1970; Cort y Perez-Gandaras, 1973).

Initially the squid (Loligo spp.) was the most important speeies; but tO\vards the
middle of the deeade, the common octopus beeame the species of most interest. Thus in
1965, Japan began their aetivity in this zone, getting, together with the Spanish fleet almost
the total eateh of octopus (Sato & Hatanaka, 1983). The most important speeies are OClOPllS

\'lI/garis, Sepia (!fficinalis, Sepia hierredda, Loligo vii/garis and l1!ex coinde/ii, the Iater really
in Iower comparative quantity (Garcfa-Cabrera, 1968; FAD, 1981; Guerra y Sanehez, 1985).
Other cephalopod species are captured in smaller quantities. They are Sepia hert/1r/o/i, Sepia
orbignyana, Srpia e/egans, Allorelilhis africana, Todaropsis eb/anae and Todarodes
sagiflallls. In the north of the area Loligo forbesi is also catched. These species are
eonsidered part of the by-catch, together with a great number of f1shes and crustacearis
species. .

The cateh of Oc/opus vulgaris fished by Spain in the Sahara eoast :was between 21638
and 67680 mt for the period 1979-1991 (FAO, 1994). The eephalopd fishery in Northwestern
Afriea has been very important for Spain, specially for the eeonomic development of eertain
regions like the Canary Islands, and among these for Gran Canaria, and Galicia. This high ...
importance is due not only to the level of cathes obtained by Spain, but also to other •
activities related to fisheries. The harbour of Gran Canaria has been used as a base port by
the Spanish fleet, and by Japanish and Corean fleets amomg others as weIl.

Fisheries have extended to the south after finding high concentrations of Sepia spp.
and same african countries which have now important fleets dedicated to this resource (Le.
Marrueeos. 155 vesseis in 1984). .

Therefore, the eeonomical role of cephalopod is very iinportant in this area; on the
other hand, there are other species which seem to' have a very important trophic role. The
following estimrition attempts to draw the atention on the role of same non-commercial
species.

ESTl1\IATlON OF TlIE Ol\lI\lASTREPIIID BIOI\1ASS CONSUl\IED BY TlIE SWORDFlSII, XIPlllAS

GLADIUS, IN THE CECAF AREA

In the calculations two valuesof the swordfish biomass have been utilized. The first
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one its weight; regarded as maximum value calculated by means of VPA tor the Northeastern
Atlantic. Therefore, it is an excessive value, since it inc1udes the part of the population which
inhabit in the north of the 36° N paralleL This hypothesis, that the population of the whole
Northeastern Atlantic should be accepted as apart of the CECAF area, is sustained taking
as a basis that the level of catches in latitudes beyond the 36° N parallel is lower than the
one obta~ned bet\veen the 0°_36° N parallel. Moreover, the CECAF area includes the six
first degrees of south latitude, geographical fringe where a great deal of fish are caught.

Thus, tlle biomass obtained for tlle ages 1 to 5+ was 733723 fishes in 1989 in the
Northeastern Atlantic (lCCAT, 1991a). Starting from this value, the biomass (in weight) was
calclllated making use of the relation size-weight for this zone of the Atlantic (W = 3.4333
.x 10 -6x UF 3.2623; ICCAT, 1993) and considering an average size of 142.6 cm of LMF
(Lower r-.tandible-Fork). Tilis mean size could be regarded as valid since it is an 'intermediate
size of the one obtained by the several countries which operated in the zone in 1989 (range:
130.3 cm by the Portllguese !leet, 154.7 cm by the Korean fleet) und very near to the mean
size obtained by Spain (144.8 cm). It should also be considered that the greatest number of
fish catched ä/ld of CPVE of the Spanish !leet are obtained from the classes of age 2-4; and
besides this, that the Spanish !leet is the most important one as far as extraction is concerned.
Thereby, the biomass in weight obtained für the Northeastern Atlantic was 26830.4 mt for
1989.

The second vallie used in the calclilations was obtained from the data on cateh of
these countries: Benin, Brazil-Japan, China (Taiwan), .Cuba, Spain, Japan, Korea and
EE.UU. within the extension of the area (± 5°) for grids of 5° x5° (ICCAT 1991, 1992).
In those cases iri whieh the statistics only contained data on the number of fishes (such as for
China, Cuba, Japan and EE. UV.) the biolTlass in weight was calculated accordirig to the
mean size obtained in the Japanese fishery in 1989 and utilizing the equation size-weight for
the swordfish of theSoutheastern Atlantic (Weight= 4.3491 x 10-6 X UF 3.188; ICCAT,

.. 1993); since from the total of 90227 fishes catehed by these eountrieS in the area, 72841 of
them were caught by Japan and these catches were basically obtained within the first degrees
of sOllth latitude. The total catch in the Central-eastern Atlantic was 15098.3 mt in 1989.
ObviousIy, this is a suitable value for the CECAF area, however the poplllatiOll is considered
to be significantly bigger than the catched quantity. Moreover, we must aiso tiear in mind
that the weight calculated by using the aforesaid equation (the one for the Southeastern .
Atlantic) is lower than the real weight, since it is based on the weight of the fish without
viscera. It is also possible thai small quantities of this fish are catehed by African countries.

Once known the values of the theoretical estimated biomass and of the swordfish catch
biomass in the CECAF area, the following step was calculating the value of the daily ration
(C) of the fish. This calculatiori incilldes, according to EIliot and Persson's model (1978,
cited by StillweIl &·KohIer, 1985) and applied iri this study, the volume or average weight
of the stomach contents (S) and the stomach evacuation rate (R) according to th~ reduced
equation: .

C =24XSxR

The rriean vaIue for S obtained through the analysis of 60 fish from the zone of the
Strait of Gibniltar arid from the zone Iocated to the south o(the Canary Islands was of 0.816
kg, equivalent to 1.7 % of the body average weight (Hernandez-Garci'a, 1995). The reason
for the difference between this value and the one obtained by StillweIl &Kohler (1985) (0.604
kg, S value) could be thai in the calculation the total weight of the fish did not inc~ude the
weight of the viscera, since they had been taken away tiefore weighing each specimen just
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after landing. Hence, we consider the qllantity 01' 0.604 kg valid as mean value for S. We
regard the value sllggested by Kohler & StillweIl (1981) for the blue shark (Priollllce glllllca)
R= 0.0376 h· 1 and the maximal vallle for R (0.0639 h· l

) obtained for the !SllrtlS oxyrillclllls
shark (Stillwell & Kohler, 1982) as valucs for R which should be included in the equation.
Therefore, the values obtained for the daily ration in the CECAF area were the same that
those found by the aforesaid authors tor the North\vestern Atlantic: 0.94 and 1.60% of the
body weight as minimal and maximal values respectively. The acceptance of the value S =
0.604 kg is possible if you bear in mind tImt the average size of fish in this study (147 cm,
based on Hernandez-Garcfa, 1995) und the average size of catches of the different longline
fleets are near to the average size (153 'cm) of tish considered in Still\'·;ell & Kohler's study
(1985), and that the value tor S obtained should be very similar to 0.604 kg if the \veight of
the viscera of each animal was considered.

On the other hand, there is not information on the stomach evacuation rates for
swordfish, so we have used those of the two shark species, since this species occupy the
same trophic levels and include similar species in their diets (Kohler & StillweIl, 1981;
Still\vell & Kohler, 1982). Moreover,.both species displaya similar migratory daily activity,
although they are opposite to those 01' the swordtish (Carey & Robison, 1981). •

Table I. Estimations of the total and ommastrephid biomass consumed by the swordfish
(Xiphias gllldillS) in the Central-eastern Atlantic. 0 = swordtish biomass estimated from VPA
in the area (1989); f> = swordtish biomass catched in the area (1989).

S"ordli-h hiomuso
(mt)

26830.4 (0)

Food rate Total bioma., Omma.trephid
('< in \\,·i\:hl and d" ) (on,ume<! hiomali' con,uml~

(mt X d") (mt X d")

1.60 429.2 264.8

0.94 252.2 155.6

15098.3 (f»

1.60

0.94

241.6

141.9

149.0

87.5 •
The estimation of the minimal and maximal biomass values of preys consumed by the

swordfish was calculated taking as a basis the previous data. As a result the minimun value
is 252.2 mt d- I and the maximum 429.2 mt d- I for the swordfish biomass. The values
calculated for the biomass of the swordfish catched within the area (biomass below real level)
are 141.9 mt d- I and 241.6 mt d- I tor minimal and maximal values respectively (Table 1).

The best parameter in order to know to which extent a prey contributes to the diet of
a predator, in terms of biomass, is the weight percentage (Bowen, 1985). For that reason in
order to leam about the contribution of the Ommastrephidae family, the weight percentages
of the nourishing grollps were caiclilated, after ca1culating the reconstructed weight (or
weight of the prey' alive at the moment of being ingested) for a oceanic zone (Canary
Islands). For this purpose the data obtained previously were used (Hernandez-Garda, 1995).
The resultant value of the weight percentage for the ommastrephids was 61.7%.
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In the most un1'avorable case, this is considering the biomass ingested 1'or'a minimal
daily ration by the biomass of swordtish catched in the area (population bdow real level),
the biomass of ommastrephid cephalopods consumed by the swordfish is 87.5 mt d- I (Table
1). Notice that most of this biomass of ommastrephids consumed by the s\\'ordfish in oceanic
waters belongs to the species Slhe/lOlellfhis [Jler(l[JlIs (Hernandez-Garcfa, 1995).

DISCUSSION

Undoubtledly the trophic implieations of the ommastrephids are very wide judging by
thc appreciable quantity. of predators that they possess (Rees _&. t-.faul, 1956: Seott &.
Tibbo, 1968; Dragovich, 1970; Dragovieh &. Potth6ff, 1972; Clarke &. Stevens, 1974;
Clarke &. MacLeod, 1976; Clarke, 1985; Domanevsky et Patokina, 1987; Garcfa de los
Salmones ef al., 1989; Ashmole &. Ashmole, 1967; Hernandez-Garcfa &. Martin, 1994).
Moreover, there is no information on the diet of many species of fishes in \vhieh the
ommastrephids could be involved, and there are also same other aspects which have not
been properly analysed such as marine birds. Anyway, it has been observed that froin
benthic species to pelagic ones of great size inclu'de in their diets one or more species of
the Ommastrephidae family. Then, we must include them in the levels II to V in the
trophic web, -which was also exposed by Gaevskaya &. Nigmatullin (1976). Therefore,
they constitllte an important SOllrce of diversification for energy fluxes. The importance of

, these cephalopods be :l\ne ever more remarkable, if we bear in mind that the they are
characterized by carrying out important vertical migrations (Clarke, 1966; Roper &.
Young, 1975; Lee et al., 1985; Laptikovsky, 1989; Nakamura, 1991). So they are
available for species which live in the epipelagic layer and also in the· upper mesopdagic
and facilitate the transfer of energy since they feed on the migratory zooplankton (Roger

" &. Grandperrin, , 1976).
The value of biomass consumed by the swordfish only is indicative one, since diverse

hypotheses have been' carried out, which are not ~lways right for the lTiarine environment.
Thus, it is considered that a11 the population of Xiphias gladius inhabit in oceanic waters year
round, since the weight percentage of cephalopod was calculated for such zones. This can
be considered as right in the light of the results obtained by Carey &. Robison (1981), which
agree with the fact that a great deal of the catch is obtained in oceanic watersduring the
annual cycle (Mejuto ef al.;' 1992). In addition, if this fish inhabits in coastal waters. has a
dayly pattern of migration that indides a movement toward superficial oceanic waters at

, night (Carey & Robison, 1981), where it can feed on oceanic cephalopods (Hemandez
Garcfa, 1995). The 10wer quantity of squid in the diet of this fish in coastal waters is due to
the greater number of pelagic fishes and to the ecology of these squid species, taking into
account, that the ommastrephid species found in the swordfish stomaehs are oceanic ones
(only two specimeris of Todaropsis eh/anae were found in the zone of the Strait of Gibraltar
(Hernandez-Garcfa, 1995).

On the other hand, in the model of Elliot & Persson (1978) it has been considered that
the value of the gastric evacuation (R) is affected neither by the size of the fish nor ,by the
type of catch among other factors. On the contrary, we know that cephalopods are digested
faster th:1I1 fishes and crustaceans. Therefore, the knowledge of the energy requirements of
a predator, their ingestion ,and evacuation rates are values that one is supposed to know as
exactly as possible before , introducing in a multiespecific model (Livingston, -1985). The
previous information is especially important in relation to the estimate _of the biomass of
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prey; and although the value of the mean weight 01' the stomach content is very similar to the
one obtained by StillweIl & Kohler (1985), it is not considered the possible deviation in the
rate 01' tlaily consumption generated by variations in the metabolie rates, since it is a different
area. The rate 01' daily consumption will depend on the metabolie rate (that it is supposed to
cover the minimum of the energy requirement, which could vary accortling to the size, sex
anti pllysiologie condition). Therefore, it would be adequate to carry out an estimate of the
energy requirements of thc fish population by means of controled feeding experiments,
although the results will show differences to the experiments carried out in natural
conditions, which will be due to the assumptions deseribed in the model (Lavigne er al.,
1986). In spite of the unsuitability 01' the models to the reality, it is adequate to contrast them
since the estimate abotlt the studies of stomach contents and 01' defecations do not allow us
to get a real image 01' the t1iet (structures such as the otoliths are affeeted in different way
depending on the. prey species (Joubling & Breiby, 1986; Hernandez-Garcfa, 1995»; but
anyway, it will always get an underestimation 01' the weight of the prey. Thereby, if it was
calculated the rate 01' daily consumption as function to the energy requirement, it would be
made an error face to the necessity 01' incrementing the number of preys consumetl in order
to eover thc quantity 01' necessary energy (Jobling, 1987). Therefore, the biomass of the prey
will overcstimate doing it in reference to the predator population. Observe that this
untlerestimation of thc weight 01' prey anti posterior overestimation of their number are not
producetl by cephalopod in anyway, becalise cephalopod beaks are not eroded
(Hernandez-Garcfa, 1995). The error that is generated in this sense is the result of an indirect
increase of the percent:i.ge in weight of the cephalopods when fishes are underestimated. .

Besides, undertaking the study only frOln the stomach eontents point of view, it is
found that the predator introduce for the different types of prey different digestion and
evaeuation. rates, which produce a bias in the analysis of the stomaeh contents (Hyslop,
1980). So, for example, they were not found preys belonging to the miscellany category in
the stomach content in any of the stlldied zones, although this category is not important in
the diet of this fish (Scott & Tibbo, 1974; StilIweIl & Kohler, 1985). As negative factor can
be pointed out it can happen an accumlllation of the refraetory structures of certain species,
like apparently happens to Micromesisfius pourassoll in the swordfish catched in the zone of
the Strait of Gibraltar (Hermindez-Garcfa, 1995). Other problems are produced by the
migratory eharacter of some species, like it happens with swordfish, which migrate through
the Strait of Gibraltar (De la Sema y Alot, 1990). Also, it is necesary to bear in mind that
the biomass of swordfish could not preserved in the area, this could diminish in a time f+dt
because of migration or weil cOllld increase for the same reason. .

Beside than the Ommastrephidae family; there are other cephalopod families, mainly
oceanic ones (Histioteuthidae, Cranchiidae, Pholidoteuthidae), which seem to have certain
ecological relevance too (Hemandez-Garcfa & Martfn, 1994; author un-published data).
Therefore, cephalopods have a high economical and ecological value in the CECAF area.
These are animals that grow very fast and have a short life-span, thus taking advantage on
the sllitable oceanographical conditions (high productivity because de upwelling among
others).
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